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The winding pedestrian walkways lead people through
landscaped gardens to the centre of the village, where
a mix of boutiques, shops, property agents, a
pharmacy, supermarket, solicitors, restaurants and
bars, are located in and around the lovely Plaza Mayor.
A recent and welcome addition is an ATM cash point,
serviced by CaixaBank.
The majority of businesses open all year round and
create a vibrant and busy village ambiance, making the
Plaza Mayor an excellent venue to eat, drink, shop and
relax. Apart from the main square, there are two other
smaller squares within the village - Plaza de la Fuente
and Plaza Chica, which offer a more intimate
atmosphere and are definitely worth a visit.

The General Community?s first magazine, published in
the nineties, described the Bellaluz Community, as
being ?the heart of the club?. Twenty plus years on,
nothing has changed. Nestling at the foot of the hills
on the east of the resort, Bellaluz, which translates as
?beautiful light?, is a stone?s throw from the Tennis
Centre and is just the other side of the hill from the
Pitch and Putt Par 47 golf course. It is well worth a visit
to experience a taste of real Spain within La Manga
Club.
Being the only Spanish village on the resort, Bellaluz
was purpose built in the 1980?s with family holidays in
mind. It combines the convenience of local stores, with
a mix of residential and commercial properties - a
winning formula, which saw the community become a
firm favourite for all year round, easy living.
Plaza Mayor looking toward the ever popular El Bistro restaurant

During
evenings
throughout
the
summer,
complimentary live entertainment (listed on the
General Community Facebook page and other social
media), blends with quiz and bingo evenings, cover
groups, flamenco and salsa nights, whilst all enjoy the
numerous al fresco dining and bar options.
Ideal for family evenings or special occasions
and always offering something for everyone?s
budget.
In the absence of passing traffic, the village is
a safe option for the whole family, especially
those with children. Disabled access has
recently been upgraded to incorporate a
number of ramps, which enables people with
specific needs to feel more welcome and
move unhindered within the community.
Bellaluz is the largest community at La
Manga Club and comprises 270 apartments,
varying in size and style, plus a number of
villas. It boasts its very own logo - an orange
tree with the tag line ?? the place to meet??
and is definitely the best venue to get
together with family and friends, or make
new acquaintances.
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VIVIEN JARRATT - OWNER,
BELLALUZ COMMUNITY
.

Vivien Jarratt

the holiday brochure mentioned there was a golf
course nearby. W ith all the male members of the family
interested in golf it seemed ideal. Thus, we found
ourselves making frequent visits to La Manga Club, so
that our three boys could enjoy their sport.
The year was probably 1984 and Bellaluz was being
marketed by two Gibraltarian brothers from an office in
the delightfully quirky hotel. I fondly remember the
pillar in the hotel bar, which was decorated with
buttons, the shady blue tiled patio and the little cinema
furnished with big cosy armchairs.
W hile the boys played golf, my daughter and I
wandered off to explore the club. We found it to be
delightfully quiet, well kept, secure and spacious. We
discovered tennis courts, sparkling swimming pools,
bars, shops and even a Mediterranean cove. It was all
very exciting!

Fifty-five years ago, as a couple with a newborn
daughter, my husband Derek and I bought a new-build
apartment in Estepona on
the Costa del Sol. Those
were the days of cobbles,
donkeys and running water
for half the day, laundry left
to dry on thorny wayside
bushes, and of Franco and
his intimidating Guardia
Civil with their glossy black
?tricornio?hats, rifles and khaki cloaks.
About six years later and with a second child, it
became necessary for us to sell our first Spanish
property and I then vowed that it would also be our
last, because for us as a young couple trying to relax
on holiday, maintenance was so time consuming.
Consequently, for several years (and with a third child in
tow) we took package holidays. We always chose Spain
because Derek was bewitched by all things Spanish.
For what was to become our last package holiday we
chose a hotel on the La Manga ?strip?, mainly because

Back at the hotel I picked up a glossy twelve-page
brochure featuring Seve Ballesteros and advertising
new build properties for sale on the resort. I studied the
plans, spoke with the sales team and discovered that

Above: Left to right, Derek, Anna, Tom and Vivien Jarratt.
.

for around £17,000, (the exact amount I had in my piggy
bank) I could buy a furnished flat in Bellaluz with a
garden which was big enough for the whole family. I
was hooked, there was no going back and besides, I
told myself, there were maintenance teams on-site.
In 1991, Derek and I took up Spanish residency and
retired to La Manga Club. Now I am a widow and I live
here on my own, but I am never lonely. How could I be
in such a glorious place, with so much to do and with
so many lovely neighbours? Like many of them I also
now have an extended family with a lifelong loyalty to
the resort thanks to the unsurpassed and varied
facilities, which cater for every single generation.
"I am never lonely, how could I be in such a
glorious place, with so much to do and with so
many lovely neighbours?"
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SACHA & GARY SEDDONPRICE, OWNERS, BELLALUZ
COMMUNITY

Max and Georgia Seddon-Price

.

.

Sacha and Gary Seddon-Price

My husband Gary and I first visited La Manga Club in
2011, as a friend of my husband owned a Bellaluz
apartment. Knowing we had two young children and
"We thoroughly recommend La Manga Club.
All agree that it is a great place to be,
even in the winter!"
that we wanted to holiday in the sun with them, he
offered it to us. He said it was a very friendly, family
orientated place and that there was plenty to do in the
area, all of which we liked the sound of.
Bellaluz's popular swimming pool

Georgia and Max Seddon-Price

We loved the ease of having everything within walking
distance, including a lovely child friendly pool with a
bar, which meant we could relax and have a beer while
our children played with their new friends. Also, the
central square in Bellaluz with its restaurants, bars and
a supermarket, meant we didn?t have far to go to get
meals and supplies - a real plus.
We returned again the following year and again the
year after. The familiarity of the resort was great and
the children always made friends at the pool who they
then played with in the evenings, while we were eating
in Bellaluz Square.
We really liked the friendly atmosphere of
La Manga Club generally and not having to
drive anywhere while we were on holiday
was a real bonus. Everything was very easy
when we visited and the weather was
usually glorious, certainly better than the
UK. So, we decided to buy a property and
completed on a two bedroom apartment in
Bellaluz in October 2015.
Since owning our home and with our
children now being a few years older than
when we first visited, we have become
more adventurous and discovered many
new locations to visit. My husband is a
keen cyclist and we both run. The cycle
routes, good roads and forest trails are all a
real attraction for us as a couple and our
children, Max and Georgia, are now
learning Spanish and go scuba diving and
snorkelling when we visit, which is great.
We thoroughly recommend La Manga
Club as a resort and several of our friends
have rented our apartment. All agree that it
is a great place to be, even in the winter!
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definitely been worth it and getting my degree is one
of the things I?m the most proud of. I feel very lucky
that I can work in this amazing place that has given me
so much.
I also feel very fortunate that I can honestly say that I
love my job - in part because of our customers. Thanks
to all of you who make our work here easier, for the
good times and for the patience you showed me when
I first started. I have met many interesting people here,
so thanks for sharing your personal histories, for your
loyalty and for your stories.
There are many anecdotes that come to mind over the
past five years. One of the funniest ones was when a
lady needed effervescent tablets for her ear infection.
The next day, she came back to the pharmacy to say
that it was difficult to dissolve the tablet inside her ear,
commenting, ?It?s a very weird feeling when I dissolve
the tablet in my ear, but surely it is impossible that all
the liquid goes inside.? Thanks to her for her laughter
when we explained that they were in fact tablets to
dissolved in water to be consumed!

W hen my mum started the pharmacy in La Manga
Club, she was almost exactly my age. Moreover, the
resort was very quiet and nothing like the place it is
now.
I have worked in the Bellaluz pharmacy for the past five
years, since I qualified as a Pharmacist from the
University of Valencia. However, I have grown up in it
my whole life. For me, the pharmacy is not only my job,
but also my home.
W hen I was very young, I used to come to work with
my mum, who recalls that I had very good times here
with people who stopped to play or talk with me. I
learnt to ride a bike in Bellaluz and I have many very
good friends within the community. I also met my
partner here.
During the last five years, with my mum?s help and
dedication, I?ve grown professionally as a Pharmacist.
The profession involves a five-year course in Spain and
requires a lot of hard work and late nights. It has

The street leading
to the Bellaluz
pharmacy

I would like to finish by saying that next year we are
moving next to a site by the Repsol petrol station, as it
will give us the opportunity to have a small apartment
above the pharmacy. Although I am excited, I feel sad
to be leaving Bellaluz, because I love the community
setting and I have so many good memories. I know that
people are the most important thing and that they have
made the pharmacy possible over the last thirty years. I
look forward to starting the next chapter soon. I know
that we are still going to see you and to try to help you,
just like we've always done ever since we opened.

"I feel very lucky that I can work in this amazing
place that has given me so much."
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KEVIN KING - OWNER,
BELLALUZ COMMUNITY
.

We first came to La Manga Club for a holiday around
2004, staying at the then Hyatt Hotel with our youngest
son Scott, who was about 11 years old at the
time. We had read a few articles about the
resort and its extensive sport and leisure
facilities and we were keen to try it.

place to be, especially in summertime. It is a great
place to meet owners and holidaymakers, as well as
being very safe for families.
The Bellaluz pool has seen a lot of investment in recent
years and looks great with its new showers, pool bar
and heating system. It?s a fantastic communal facility
and is well used by owners and holidaymakers alike.

So, after spending at least ten years going to
the USA we decided to try Spain again and
we absolutely loved the hotel and La Manga
Club?s facilities. Scott attended the golf
academy and we explored the resort
generally, as we were keen on selling our
USA Disney timeshare and buying a place in
Europe.
We came back to La Manga Club a few
times over the following years, staying at
both the hotel and the Las Lomas apartments. We
began to fall in love with the whole place. It was so well
established, had a great choice of restaurants, and
fantastic leisure facilities. We also loved the area
around the Mar Menor, including nearby Los Belones,
Mar de Cristal and Cabo de Palos.

Above: Kevin & Doreen King, with sons Ross, Scott and friends.
.

The great thing about the resort in general is that it
appeals to all age groups. Our children are all adults
now and they still love to visit and bring friends here. .

"In recent years, the ?square?is very much the
place to be, especially in summertime."
At the time there were many Spanish property
exhibitions in the UK with companies marketing various
golf and leisure resorts. We looked at a few of these,
but none of them compared to La Manga Club. They
may have had good golf courses, but most of them
lacked the same kind of established infrastructure that
we enjoy here. Every time we looked at another place,
we always decided it wasn?t as good as La Manga Club.

.

We eventually bought our Bellaluz apartment in 2007
and despite still working in UK we are regular visitors to
the resort. Over the last
10 years Bellaluz has
improved so much. The
main square is fantastic
with an excellent range
of
quality
bars,
restaurants and retail
outlets
thanks
to
investment from the
individual operators and
indeed the excellent
work of the committee,
In recent years, the
?square?is very much the
Above: Kevin and Doreen King.
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DON LLOYD - OWNER,
LOS OLIVOS COMMUNITY

.

Don and Lisa Lloyd
.

Los Olivos is a community of 102 apartments and 35
garages situated at the centre of La Manga Club on the
hillside overlooking the Tennis Centre. It was built
about eighteen years ago. The apartments are
arranged in seventeen similar three-storey blocks
comprising six 2 and 3 bedroom apartments, the
interior design of which is modern, spacious and
appointed to a high standard. Large terraces provide
outstanding panoramic views of the golf courses, the
Mar Menor and the Mediterranean beyond. The
unusual exterior design of Los Olivos buildings with
their vertical terraced configuration and distinctive
scalloped walls has established them as something of
a landmark at the centre of the resort.
Over the years Los Olivos has invested heavily in its
external environment and now has attractive paths,
walkways and gardens, which for many owners and
visitors are a key attraction. There are also two large
freeform outdoor pools and uniquely among
communities at the resort, an indoor year-round leisure
facility with a heated swimming pool, jacuzzi,
gymnasium, table tennis area and changing rooms.

Throughout its lifetime, Los Olivos owners have
benefited from the effort and dedication of Presidents
and committee members who have ensured that our
investments have been protected and enhanced
through a consistent programme of maintenance and
development of our facilities and environment. We
have also fostered an excellent community spirit, as
evidenced by our hugely successful ?owner?s weeks?
when many people come together to socialise, meet
up with long-time friends and to make new ones. .
"Large terraces provide outstanding panoramic
views of the golf courses, the Mar Menor
and the Mediterranean beyond."
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The story of how Lisa, my wife, and I came to be such

enthusiastic La Manga Club owners is illustrative of the
attraction of both the resort and Los Olivos. We first
visited twelve years ago for a two week holiday with
our extended family staying in a delightful villa. As a
keen golfer and tennis player I had always wanted to
try La Manga Club, but my wife needed convincing.
After a second holiday the following year, the many
attractions of the resort had won her over. The sheer
quality of the place, the excellent facilities, shops and
restaurants, the happy, friendly atmosphere, the
climate, and not least the maturity and
security of the resort, made a compelling
case for choosing it as the location of our
Spanish holiday home.
We returned in September 2008 with a
view to finding a suitable villa to buy. Los
Olivos was not on our radar. Nonetheless,
we rented a Los Olivos apartment while
we looked around. We fell in love with it
immediately. The apartments being
spacious and modern, plus centrally
located within easy walking distance of
the Club?s attractions, was key, but the
clincher was the fantastic view from the terrace. Most
fellow owners tell a similar story.
We completed our purchase in November 2008 and
have never regretted it for a moment. We thoroughly
enjoy each and every one of our stays and have made
many new friends at the resort. We have also grown to
love the surrounding area, particularly Cartagena, Mar
de Cristal, Cabo and the beaches of La Manga ?strip?.
Our Los Olivos apartment in La Manga Club is now very
much our second home.
Now, as the new President of Los Olivos I am
determined to continue the work of my predecessors in
maintaining the reputation of Los Olivos as one of the
star attractions in the wonder that is La Manga Club.
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BARRY & SUE LEEDHAM OWNERS, LOS OLIVOS
COMMUNITY
.

PAUL LAWRIE & SUE
THURSTON - OWNERS,
LOS OLIVOS COMMUNITY
.

.
.

In 2003, after many years of business travel, including
Caribbean and American holidays, we finally decided
to look for something closer to the UK and started our
search for a Spanish holiday home. After a trip to a
property exhibition in London we soon realised that we
needed to visit Spain to take a look first hand. We
chose La Manga Club as our base from which to
explore and rented a Los Olivos apartment. W ithin five
days we had bought a penthouse!

Sue and Barry Leedham

We first heard about La Manga Club from a friend who
had a timeshare at La Quinta Club, which he no longer
wanted because he was moving to Florida.
Having used one of his ?weeks? at New Year we
returned time and again with our children and friends,
renting different villas and apartments, mainly because
everyone enjoyed the freedom of the beautiful, safe
resort, where there where so many fun things to do.

We always tell people that it was the best decision we
ever made and it has changed our lives for the better in
so many ways. We have never been bored at La Manga
Club and we still get the same surge of excitement as
we drop our bags through the door and head straight
out. Fifteen years on we have a large number of La
Manga Club friends, found a new sport playing tennis
and enjoy using our boat which is based at the
wonderful Mar De Cristal marina.
Paul Lawrie and Sue Thurston

We wanted to buy a property abroad and felt safe
buying at La Manga Club, because we knew the
transaction could be carried out in English and we
would receive lots of help and advice, which turned
out to be the case. We bought a Los Olivos apartment
in 2006 and whilst working full-time until the end of
2013, we rented it out, as well as using it ourselves.
We love visiting even more now that it is exclusively for
our use and it really feels like home. Every time I walk
in the view never fails to take my breath away and I feel
instantly relaxed. Although there are plenty of things to
keep us occupied on the resort we also enjoy exploring
the area, especially now that we are both learning
Spanish and can inflict it on the locals.
Although the surrounding area is not the most beautiful
in Spain, we have grown very fond of it and enjoy the
simplicity of the lifestyle and the friendly attitude of the
people. Everytime we visit we find something new to
do, both on and off the resort and as we can now stay
for longer periods we have also started using it as a
base to visit other cities in southern Spain. So far we
have stayed in Valencia, Seville and Cordoba and there
are plenty more on our ?to do?list.
W hat we love most about our home at La Manga Club
is the relaxed atmosphere, the beautiful views and the
weather. It?s a fantastic place to escape to and, much
as we love our home in the UK, whenever we leave the
resort it is always with a slightly heavy heart.
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You might have seen us buzzing around with our
cameras for Sport Pink, or at the Tennis Centre and as
photographers, La Manga Club and its surrounds,
offers so many different aspects to shoot. The fact that
everyone is always smiling at La Manga Club makes it
such a pleasure to take photographs here.
W hilst we were working, arriving in Los Olivos
immediately helped us de-stress and we have never
tired at looking at the wonderful views across the
tennis courts and the golf course towards the Mar
Menor. Now we have taken early retirement and are
spending more time in the Club, we are exploring more
and have finally started to learn Spanish.
We love the buzz of the summer with our packed
social calendar, but also the peace and tranquility
when the resort quietens down. Perhaps because of its
close proximity to the Tennis Centre and the La Manga
late night bars, Los Olivos seems to attract people with
a real zest for life!
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BRENDA BREESE-DAVIES OWNER, LOS OLIVOS
COMMUNITY

The smaller of the two outdoor pools

.

.

Michael and Brenda Breese-Davies

Michael, my husband, and l flew out to the Murcia
region during the autumn of 1999 to view a marketed
finca which had land with it. I didn't like location of the
property, nor the enormous responsibility of the two
hundred plus citrus trees!
The popular large outdoor pool

We drove down the coastal road (the AP7 motorway
was under construction) passing through quaint little
towns and villages en-route. As we turned off the dual
carriageway onto the road for La Manga Club and
started driving through the pine trees and lemon
groves, I just had a feeling of contentment. Our first
impression was of excitement and I remember thinking
"This place has everything."
We looked at property agents? windows and noticed
some fabulous apartments that were in the process of
being built. After looking at
plans, contracts, etc, we
signed for our Los Olivos
penthouse
on
5th,
November, 1999 and have
never regretted a moment
since.
Our family and friends love
everything that La Manga
Club has to offer - so many
sports amenities, a 5* Hotel
and
Spa,
excellent
restaurants,
interesting
cities, towns and villages to
visit, but most importantly
'La
Cala'
where
my
favourite retreat is located
on the cliff edge, as it has
been for many years and
hopefully will remain so for
many more years to come.

After driving around the Alicante area viewing different
types of disappointing properties, I suddenly
remembered reading an article about a fabulous golf
resort called La Manga Club.

"I remember thinking this place has everything
and have never regretted a moment since."
The heated indoor pool
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SYLVIA GRANT - OWNER,
EL MIRADOR DEL MAR
COMMUNITY

.

.

David and
Sylvia Grant

In October 2012, after living for 16 very happy years in El
Forestal, we moved to El Mirador del Mar. At the age of
70, we decided we would like something smaller and
easier to maintain. We were drawn to the North side of
the Club to these apartments, although at that time,
hardly anyone had heard of them and did not even
know where they were! There are two buildings each
containing six 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartments, with
two apartments on each level, a beautiful heated
indoor pool, gardens and indoor parking. It was the
indoor pool that attracted me, because I love
swimming. The views are excellent too. W hen I
became President in 2014 I was determined to get El
Mirador del Mar on the map and I hope I have now
achieved this.

I have worked very hard to ensure that our community
is attractive, smart and well run. As we only have 12
owners, we do not have a large amount of money, but
with careful housekeeping over the last four years, we
have managed many improvements, including the
repainting of the buildings. We have a good mixture of
owners, Spanish, British, German and Dutch. Luckily
our owners are all ?prompt payers? with regard to our
community and General Community fees. It takes quite
a few companies to keep our community running
smoothly. Most importantly we have a good ?family run?
maintenance business, who work three mornings a
week and undertake the swimming pool maintenance
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and cleaning; the gardening; the cleaning of the
community hallways stairs and general maintenance. I
have developed a very good relationship with them
over the years and discuss our everyday needs on a
regular basis. Our lifts are checked regularly, our
numerous fire extinguishers are checked annually, a
representative from the Government for Health and
Safety carries out an annual check and our swimming
pool machinery is checked every few weeks.
W hen I first became President I fought hard to get
some General Community gardening work done in our
approach road and eventually my determination paid
off. I must thank Jo Fish, who was responsible for
organising the planting of trees and artificial grass
verges. It has made a tremendous difference.
Important as our access road is a cul-de-sac and so
many people walk, jog and also drive up it to take
photographs of the wonderful views of Lion mountain
and also to the Cabo de Palos lighthouse and the
Mediterranean beyond.

Fortunately, we are truly blessed with a wonderful and
supportive family. One son lives in Edinburgh, the other
and his family live at Uppingham, Rutland and our two
grand-daughters are now at University. Our eldest
grandson works for a graphics company and our
youngest grandson is still at school studying for his
G.C.S.E. O levels (including Spanish). They all still love
coming out to Spain.
I cannot finish this article without thanking Paqui and
Rocio at the General Community Office, for all their
help, Sandra Oliver and Teresa Morenilla of
Multi-Service Bureau, for their invaluable help, advice
and kindness, the Security guards for their vigilance
and last, but not least, my husband David for his
support, strength, patience and sense of humour. He
gives me plenty of advice, but I don?t always take it!
For many months of the year I wake up in the morning
to the singing of the birds, blue skies and sunshine. I
have an early morning dip in the swimming pool before
I take my first cup of tea on to our terrace ? who could
ask for anything more?
"Perfecto! I am a ?happy bunny?,
what do you think?"
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CHRISTINE & WILLY KÜHME
OWNERS, EL MIRADOR
DEL MAR COMMUNITY
.
.

..

Christine and
W illy Kuhme

A German friend, who
lived and worked in
Madrid, told us about a
lovely golf resort with
three 18 hole golf
courses at La Manga
Club in south east Spain.
It was in 1998 and one
year later we booked a
golf trip with some
friends and stayed in the
Hyatt Hotel for a week.

The day before we started our holiday, W illy broke his
wrist skiing in Austria. As he could not play golf, he
visited all the golf courses around this area and he
found a lovely new apartment, with a beautiful view, at
a golf course called Las Ramblas. We bought it and
some German friends also bought a place next to us.
.
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For years we spent our holidays there, played different
golf courses along the coast and yet our favourite was
always La Manga Club. We used to visit the resort,
meet new friends and stay the night in the Principe
Felipe hotel, or on our boat in the Los Nietos marina.
Eight years later we decided to change to La Manga
Club. We sold our flat in Las Ramblas and bought a
beautiful house in Las Higueras. We loved the
community, but before long Christine missed her views.
So, we looked again at all the houses with beautiful
views. Two years ago, a property agent introduced us
to a couple from Mirador del Mar. They were looking for
a villa with private pool for their grandchildren and we
were looking for a view of the sea. That?s was the
perfect deal for both parties?we just switched! The two
removal companies came on the same day.
Now we have a quiet place, sun all day, winter sun,
privacy, lovely neighbours and we enjoy our heated
indoor pool. We can play golf, go hiking, biking, or use
our boat, which we moor in Thomas Maestre marina on
the Mar Menor. As W illy is now retired we have more
time to stay here. For the hot summers we go back to
Germany, but we always look forward to meeting all
our international friends again each Autumn ?.. and the
best thing of all is that Christine has her lovely sea
views.
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new apartment. Our friends did the same.

PETER & ANN JOHNSON
OWNERS, EL MIRADOR
DEL
MAR COMMUNITY
.
.

..

Peter and Ann Johnson

We visited many times over the next three years, but
because there were hold-ups in the building work
because of the rough terrain, we either stayed at Las
Lomas, or the hotel and we spent time getting to know
the area quite well. One year we stayed in a rented villa
just down from Las Lomas and brought our son and his
wife. They liked La Manga Club as much as we did and
now they bring their children every Spring Bank
holiday.
We eventually took possession of our apartment in
February 2007 and over the years we have had friends
and family to stay on a regular basis. During the time
we spend here on our own we don?t feel lonely,
because we look over the resort and the bustle below
keeps us in touch.

After owning a holiday home in Spain on the Costa del
Sol for 12 years, we decided we needed a change, but
where? W hen some friends of ours invited us to stay in
La Manga Club where they owned an apartment and
had been holidaying for many years, we came and we
liked it. We saw a rural setting, farmland, lovely
countryside, small seaside resorts and the unique La
Manga Club nestling in the hillside. All the amenities
are on site, sport facilities, shops and restaurants - just
a short distance from the sea.

Indoor Pool

Peter loves playing golf on the North and South
courses and I drive the buggy, which is a lovely way to
view the spectacular scenery.
We come here on average about
The view from El Mirador del Mar to the Mar Menor
seven to eight weeks a year in
June, September and October.
We relax as soon as we arrive
and our first ?port of call? is
always the Owners Clubhouse,
where we are greeted with a
warm welcome by the staff. The
setting and the food are superb.
Our favourite daytime restaurant
has to be La Cala. W hat could be
better than that view of the sea,
a swordfish steak and a cold
glass of wine?

We found out that Valenaris, a local developer, was
going to build a new complex at Mirador del Mar, high
above the north course and we went to look at the
plans and models. We drove up to Mirador del Mar and
liked what we saw. The views of the resort nestling
below and across the fields to the La Manga strip and
Cabo de Palos were wonderful. We decided to buy in
December 2003 and made the first payment on our
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Our grandchildren love the large
heated pool at Mirador del Mar
and they can?t wait to dive in. Getting them out is the
problem! Our daughter-in-law?s favourite place is
sitting in the jacuzzi, glass in hand.
"Our first ?port of call?is always the
Owners Clubhouse, where we are greeted
with a warm welcome by the staff."
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CHRIS & JOANNA LORD OWNERS, MONTEMARES
COMMUNITY
.
.

..

Chris and
Joanna Lord

As I stood on my terrace
at Las Palmitas looking
down on the diggers
ripping the trees from
the forest on the hillside
that was to become
Montemares, I swore
never to buy a property
there. Four years later
we bought Montemares
9, which was the original
show villa!

The original plan put
forward
by
the
developer was for a
community of individual
villas, but this was
changed to include
some apartments. So, in
a sense we have two
communities,
Las
Terrazas, the apartments who share costs such as
gardening, swimming pool, and the individual villas,
who?s owners are totally responsible for their own
costs.
The community is made up of owners from the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Spain and Italy. Due to the somewhat
sprawling nature of site with some villas on Calle Q and
others on the ?top? road, there isn?t a great deal of
contact between owners. However, I haven?t viewed
this as an issue, as there are always plenty of
opportunities to meet people through golf, tennis and
bridge, or indeed at the now famous and unique
Owners Clubhouse.
We sit high on the hillside at the back of La Manga

The impressive Montemares skyline high above La Manga Club

Club, with fantastic views over the South course and
the Mar Menor. As a result, an air of serenity prevails
throughout the year.
So why Montemares? Joanna and myself had a super
property in neighbouring Las Palmitas, but we decided
to search for something with a little more space. We
looked everywhere from golf course villas, through to
new-builds, but then arrived at Montemares, where,
despite my initial reservations, we walked into
Montemares 9 and just knew it was the right villa in the
right community.

The Montemares construction site in 2009, with villa number 9 circled.

Having been the President of Las Palmitas, I felt I could
offer the Montemares community some support. We
have been coming here for nearly thirty years, and I
was privileged to be elected as President of
Montemares three years ago. In truth, I know very few
owners, but those I have met, or had contact with, are
very happy with our community.
"There are always plenty of opportunities
to meet people through golf, tennis and bridge,
or indeed at the now famous, and unique
Owners Clubhouse."
The responsibility of being a President needs a great
support team, which I have in both David Thomas and
Ian Hunt. David is President of Las Terrazas and Ian is
Vice-President of Montemares. I know that I can always
count on their support
should any issues arise,
such as writing an article
for a magazine!
As I write this looking over
what has to be one of the
best views in La Manga
Club, I ask myself, why are
you going back to the
United
Kingdom?
I?m
struggling to find an
answer, other than it?s the
end of half-term and Alfie
is going back to school.
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